Abstract-Person re-identification in a non-overlapping multicamera scenario is an open challenge in computer vision because of the large changes in appearances caused by variations in viewing angle, lighting, background clutter, and occlusion over multiple cameras. As a result of these variations, features describing the same person get transformed between cameras. To model the transformation of features, the feature space is nonlinearly warped to get the "warp functions". The warp functions between two instances of the same target form the set of feasible warp functions while those between instances of different targets form the set of infeasible warp functions. In this work, we build upon the observation that feature transformations between cameras lie in a nonlinear function space of all possible feature transformations. The space consisting of all the feasible and infeasible warp functions is the warp function space (WFS). We propose to learn a discriminating surface separating these two sets of warp functions in the WFS and to re-identify persons by classifying a test warp function as feasible or infeasible. Towards this objective, a Random Forest (RF) classifier is employed which effectively chooses the warp function components according to their importance in separating the feasible and the infeasible warp functions in the WFS. Extensive experiments on five datasets are carried out to show the superior performance of the proposed approach over state-of-the-art person re-identification methods. We show that our approach outperforms all other methods when large illumination variations are considered. At the same time it has been shown that our method reaches the best average performance over multiple combinations of the datasets, thus, showing that our method is not designed only to address a specific challenge posed by a particular dataset.
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INTRODUCTION
W ITH the advancement of imaging sensor technology, surveillance systems have seen remarkable increase in various application areas ranging from home surveillance to small business and large retail applications, from facility access and environment monitoring, to open border surveillance. Even though the sensing devices are becoming cheaper, monitoring a wide area by deploying a large number of cameras is still not feasible due to the amount of human supervision, privacy concerns, and maintenance costs involved. As a result, only a small part of the whole area is covered by a number of cameras with non-overlapping fields-of-view (FoVs). The non-overlapping camera FoVs leave "blind gaps" which are critical in the sense that no information can be obtained from these areas. This raises the need for automated methods able to extract, and access high-level semantic information carried by the extremely high volume of recorded video data. As a result of losing a person when he/she leaves a camera FoV, it is extremely challenging to re-associate the same person at a different location and time among multiple persons. This inter-camera person association problem is known as the person reidentification problem.
In spite of a surge of effort put in by the research community in recent years, re-identification has remained quite an open issue due to a number of hard challenges. Firstly, footages are recorded in an uncontrolled environment by cameras with large FoVs, generating low resolution images of the targets. This makes the acquisition of discriminating biometric features (e.g. face and gait features) hard as well as unreliable. Due to the poor quality of the acquired biometric features, methods relying on such features perform unsatisfactorily. As a result, visual appearance features are, still, the first choice in re-identification problems. As a target's appearance often undergoes large variations across nonoverlapping camera views due to significant changes in viewing angle, lighting, background clutter, and occlusion, the appearance features for the target can be very different from camera to camera. This is especially true in case of person re-identification due to the non-rigid shape of the human body. An example of such a scenario is shown in Fig. 1 . Three frames of the same person acquired by three non-overlapping cameras are presented together with the color histogram (hue, saturation and value) features. As shown, such features are significantly different for the same target viewed in different cameras making the re-identification problem very challenging.
The computer vision community has tried to address the re-identification problem by designing discriminative signatures for each target or by finding a non-euclidean metric which minimizes distance between the features of the same target across cameras. These methods rely on the fact that the individual signatures vary a little from camera to camera. Such methods, while efficient and effective to re-identify persons viewed in different poses, result in a significant loss of performance when strong illumination and color changes occur between different cameras. As a result of these changes, features describing the same person get transformed between cameras. Thus an important aspect of the problem is to understand how features get transformed across cameras. Fig. 2 shows an example where a person goes from a brightly illuminated space (Fig. 2a) to a dark place (Fig. 2b) . This large change of illumination is also depicted by the shift of the distribution of pixels from the higher end values towards the lower end values in the corresponding grayscale histograms (shown alongside the two images). This change in the shape of the distribution can be captured by studying the histogram warp. We use the principles of dynamic time warping (DTW) for this purpose. DTW [3] , [4] is a dynamic programming algorithm that optimizes the alignment of two time series by non-linearly warping the series so that the sum of the point-to-point distances is minimized. Time sequences are functions of time while color histograms are functions of the bin numbers. So the same principle can be used to study the warping of the bin number axis causing the change in the shape of the distributions. Fig. 2c shows such a warp function which captures the feature transformation by mapping the bin numbers of the color histogram in Fig. 2a (shown as the horizontal axis) to the bin numbers of the color histogram in Fig. 2b (shown as the vertical axis). The initial flatness and latter steepness of the warp function characterize the shift of the concentration of the pixels from the higher to the lower end of the color histogram. Fig. 2d shows a comparative performance of the use of warp function and an widely used feature transformation method, the brightness transfer function (BTF) [2] on capturing the feature transformation. Value histogram features of images from one camera in CAVIER4RAID [5] dataset was transformed to features from another camera using warp functions and BTFs. Bhattacharyya distances between the transformed feature and the original feature in the second camera are computed for both the feature transformation methods. As shown by Fig. 2d , the distribution of the number of people for which the distance is smaller is more when warp function is used than when BTF is used to transform the feature from one camera to other.
The existing studies exploiting feature transformation, have tried to learn linear [6] and nonlinear transformation functions [2] , [7] between appearance features among pairs of cameras. These approaches, however, use the learned transformation function to project the features from one camera to the feature space of the other camera. In a re-identification scenario this may not always be feasible since the mapping may not be unique and it may vary from frame to frame depending on a large number of camera parameters (e.g. illumination, scene geometry, exposure time, focal length, and aperture size). In this work, we build upon a detailed understanding of the transformation of features captured by warp functions computed based on the principles of DTW. Considering two non-overlapping cameras, a pair of images of the same target is denoted as a feasible pair, while a pair of images between two different targets is denoted as an infeasible pair. The corresponding warp functions describing the transformation of features are denoted as feasible (positive) and infeasible (negative) warp functions respectively. The set of infeasible warp functions vary widely as in this set the warps are computed for image pairs consisting of different persons. Even within the set of feasible warp functions, the transformations are not unique when computed for different feasible pairs. For each of the two sets, the feature transformations may not be well represented by a single warp function in presence of such variabilities. So, we propose to model the function space capturing all the feasible and infeasible warp functions between pairs of cameras, termed as the feature warp Fig. 1 . Three images of the same person in three non-overlapping cameras from the RAiD dataset [1] . Below each image, HSV features are shown as three different histograms. Brown denotes the hue, green denotes saturation and the sky-blue denotes the value histograms respectively. The inconsistency of the histogram shape does not allow them to be used as unique features for re-identification. shows the distribution of the Bhattacharyya distances between the transformed and actual grayscale histograms using BTF [2] (in green) and warp functions (in blue) computed for all the 50 persons in the CAVIAR4REID dataset. Concentration of more persons with smaller distances using warp function can be readily seen. The distribution of the distances computed between the raw value histograms is also shown for comparison (in red).
function space (WFS). The WFS not only allows us to model feasible transformation between pairs of instances of the same target, but also to separate them from the infeasible transformations between instances of different targets. This enables us to address the re-identification problem as a binary classification problem by discriminating in the WFS. Fig. 3 shows a visual proof of the discriminating power of the feasible and infeasible warp functions. For convenience of visualization, we resorted to a low dimensional WFS by computing the warp functions between the grayscale histograms of the images. Figs. 3a and 3c respectively show some examples of feasible and infeasible image pairs from the RAiD [1] dataset corresponding to camera 1 and 3. Since, in general, people wear different colored clothes for torso and legs the warp functions for the two bodyparts are computed separately. For visualization convenience we show the warp functions for torso only. Fig. 3b shows the mean feasible (in bold line) and infeasible warp functions (in dashed line) between the grayscale histograms of 100 randomly chosen feasible and infeasible pairs of images respectively. The shaded areas show the corresponding spread of the variances (as AE standard deviation value). This shows that both the mean warp function and the spread of variance are different for feasible and infeasible warp functions even for this simple feature (grayscale histogram). The proposed work explores this discriminating power of the feasible and infeasible warp functions in the WFS for person reidentification. Since, most of the benchmark datasets include changes of scale and viewpoint in addition to illumination, it may not always be possible to discriminate well enough using such a simple feature representation. So, we computed the warp functions between other dense color and texture features in the actual experimentations to deal with these challenges. Discrimination between the two classes of warp functions are further enhanced in a classification framework which finds a complex discriminating surface in a higher dimensional WFS consisting of the warp functions computed between these features. Details of the feature extraction and computation of warp functions can be obtained in Section 4.
To summarize, the contributions of the proposed approach to the problem of person re-identification are the followings. To capture the feature transformation we propose to compute a nonlinear mapping (warp function) that minimizes a cost defined as the mismatch between histogram features. A WFS composed of the collection of feasible and infeasible warp functions is built. We also propose to learn a discriminating surface between the sets of feasible and infeasible warps in the WFS using a random forest (RF) of decision trees. The re-identification problem is addressed by mapping a test warp function onto the WFS and classifying it as belonging to either the set of feasible or infeasible warp functions (see Fig. 4) .
We compare the performance of our approach to state-ofthe-art person re-identification methods using five publicly available benchmark datasets. The datasets are chosen with a particular focus on large illumination variation between cameras. Since we learn the space of feature transformations, our results significantly outperform others when applied to datasets with large appearance variations between the cameras, such as RAiD [1] and WARD [8] . Also, we demonstrate that our method is not tuned to any specific dataset. Our average performance on different combinations of multiple datasets is higher than other state-ofthe-art methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a description of the state-of-the-art approaches in person re-identification. An overview of the proposed approach is given in Section 3. The details about the reidentification approach, as feature extraction, warping and WFS are described in Section 4. Experimental results and comparisons with state-of-the-art methods are shown in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6. 
PREVIOUS WORKS IN PERSON RE-IDENTIFICATION
In the last few years the problem of re-identifying persons across multiple non-overlapping cameras has received increasing attention. The community has commonly adopted three different kind of approaches: i) discriminative signatures based methods, ii) metric learning based methods, iii) transformation learning based methods. A multidimensional taxonomy and categorization of the person re-identification algorithms can be obtained in the review paper [9] . In the rest of the section we do a thorough review of the existing re-identification works. Discriminative signature based methods [5] , [8] , [10] , [11] used multiple standard features e.g., color, shape, texture etc. or specilly learned features like biologically inspired features (BIF) [12] , covariance descriptors [13] , shape descriptors of color distributions in log-chromaticity space [14] etc. to compute discriminative signatures for each person using multiple images. Some recent methods have shown that the adoption of salient feature learning approaches [15] and representing the query images based on reference datasets [16] , [17] can be used to boost the re-identification performance.
According to [18] , in a metric learning framework a set of training data is used to learn a non-euclidean metric which minimizes the distance between features of pairs of true matches while maximizing the same between pairs of wrong matches. Works trying to improve the metric learning performance by excluding well separable examples and solving an eigenvalue problem [19] , by giving less importance to unfamiliar matches in a large margin nearest neighbor framework [18] , by learning multiple metrics specific to different candidate sets in a transfer learning set up [20] or by exploiting sparse pairwise similarity/dissimilarity constraints [21] have shown remarkable re-identification performance. Metric learning based person re-identification has also been formulated as a local distance comparison problem on energybased loss functions [22] , [23] or Local Fisher Discriminant Analysis [24] . To reduce the computational costs, a relaxation of the positivity constraint of the Mahalanobis metric has been proposed [25] . A detailed description of metric learning approaches is beyond the scope of the work. The interested readers are directed to two survey papers [26] , [27] on this subject. A similar approach to metric learning is dissimilarity measure learning [28] which has been used successfully in person re-identification [29] , [30] . These methods create a set of dissimilarity descriptors based on a set of visual prototypes obtained by unsupervised clustering. Person re-identification is, then, formulated as a supervised classification problem with the learned dissimilarity descriptors as features. A basic difference of the metric learning or dissimilarity measure based methods with our approach is that these methods do not take into account the transformation of features which is especially useful when there is a significant but consistent change of appearance of the individuals between cameras. Also the methods based on person specific signature, dissimilarity measure and metric learning have to either rely on the assumption that all the persons are seen during the training phase or carefully choose threshold value separating the new persons from the matches with existing persons. Since we are exploiting transformation of features between cameras and it is independent of the specific persons, the proposed method is more general in this sense.
In one of the early works [7] studying the transformation of features, a BTF between appearance features was computed by finding the optimal path in the feature correlation matrix. Later, a learned subspace of the computed BTFs [2] and a incremental learning framework modeling linear color variations [6] between cameras were used to match the targets. Both [6] and [2] learned space-time probabilities of moving targets between cameras and used them as cues for association. However, transition time information may be unreliable if camera FoVs are significantly non-overlapping. Efforts of improving the BTF resulted in a BTF modeling the effects of illumination changes over time [31] , a sparse color information preserving Cumulative BTF [32] , or a Weighted BTF designed to assign unequal weights to observations based on how close they are to test observations [33] . In [34] the re-identification problem was posed as a classification problem in the feature space formed of concatenated features of persons viewed in two different cameras.
In this work we focus specifically on the issue of how features are transformed between views and learn a model of these transformation functions. We pose the re-identification problem as computing these nonlinear warp functions between features and learning a function space which models the feasible and the infeasible warp functions.
OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED APPROACH
The overall scheme of the proposed person re-identification process is shown in Fig. 5 . Given the frames from two cameras we learn a discriminative model in the WFS to get the probability of a sample feature warp function coming from the same person or not.
Towards this objective, we first extract features from the person images. The feature extraction module performs the following tasks: a) splitting the image of the detected persons into four main body parts, and b) extracting dense color and texture features from the detected body parts.
For each extracted feature, vector valued warp functions are computed by the warp function space module. All the warp functions (corresponding to different features) are concatenated to form a high dimensional warp function for each image pair. The warp function between the same target in different cameras is denoted as a feasible or positive warp function while the warp function between two different targets is denoted as an infeasible or a negative warp function. The set of all feasible and infeasible warp functions forms the WFS. The dimensionality of the WFS is reduced using principal component analysis (PCA) [35] .
Given the WFS, a decision surface discriminating the two sets of warp functions is learned using a random forest [36] of bagged decision trees. Every component of the warp functions may not be discriminating enough between the two classes of transformations (feasible/ infeasible). The decision trees select the subset of warp function components according to their importance and maximize the discrimination between the feasible and infeasible warp functions in the WFS.
For classification, features are extracted from test image pairs and input to the WFS module to compute the warp functions. Finally, the RF classifies the test warp functions in the WFS as feasible or infeasible.
METHODOLOGY
In this section we describe the different modules of the proposed approach in details.
Feature Extraction
State-of-the-art methods for person re-identification have successfully explored different appearance features [11] . While existing feature transformation based methods are designed for color features, our framework can be used to study the nature of the transformation of any feature which, in turn, can be used for re-identification. In this work we focus not only on color features but also on popular texture features.
Before computing these features, we identify the salient regions like head I H , torso I T and legs I L from the given image I as proposed in [10] . In our approach we only consider I T and I L since the head region I H often consists of a few and less informative pixels. We additionally divide both I T and I L into two horizontal sub-regions based on the intuition that people can wear shorts or long pants and short or long sleeves tops. The four different regions are resized to fixed height and width to extract fixed size dense features from all of them. We denote these resized regions asÎ f where f 2 fUT; LT; UL; LLg denotes the upper-torso, lower-torso, upper-legs and lower-legs regions respectively. The resized regions are further divided into non overlapping patches P ðf;1Þ ; P ðf;2Þ ; . . . ; P ðf;n f Þ of size R Â R each, where n f denotes the number of patches corresponding to the body part f. Then, for all the patches P ðf;iÞ , i ¼ 1; . . . ; n f we extract the following features.
Color. State-of-the-art person re-identification methods use color features relying on the assumption that persons do not change their clothes as they move between camera FoVs. According to that, and following the considerations in [11] , we exploit the HSV, CIELab, RGB and YCbCr color spaces to extract the dense histogram features. For image I , bodypart f and patch i we extract the histogram v ðf;i;cÞ I ð Þ 2 R bc , where b c is the number of bins of the feature histogram for color component c 2 fH; S; V; L; a Ã ; b Ã ; R; G; B; Y; Cb; Crg. Texture. Similar to color features, we extract dense texture features to capture the appearance of a person. We use LBP texture feature which is computationally efficient and is robust to both gray-scale variations [37] and rotation [38] . The extracted LBP texture histogram is denoted as v ðf;i;LBP Þ I ð Þ 2 R b LBP , where b LBP is the number of bins used to quantize the resulting LBP histogram. We also use Gabor [39] , Schmid [40] and Leung-Malik (LM) [41] filter banks to extract texture features. After convolving the ith patch with each filter of the filter banks we compute the modulus of the response and quantize it in histograms of b G ; b Schmid and b LM bins respectively for the above three filter banks. Denoting the set of individual filters in Gabor, Schmid and LM filter banks as G; S and LM, the set of color and texture features extracted from patch P ðf;iÞ is given by the set v ðf;i;jÞ ðI Þ È É where
An example of the responses of such filter banks is shown in the supplementary, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/ 10.1109/TPAMI.2014.2377748. Fig. 6 shows an example image where dense features from the four bodyparts have been extracted as described above.
Warp Function Space
To capture the transformation of the extracted features between cameras, we use the principles of Dynamic Time Warping. DTW [42] has been widely used in many fields such as speech recognition [43] , data mining [44] , activity recognition [45] , [46] etc. DTW finds patterns that govern change of shape from one time series to another. This dynamic programming based algorithm non-linearly warps the time axis of a time series so that it is optimally aligned to the other time series with minimum cost of alignment. The cost is, in general, the sum of the point to point-to-point distances of the two time series elements. Time sequences are functions of time while feature histograms are functions of the bin numbers. In our approach the bin number axis is warped to reduce the mismatch between feature values of two feature histograms from two cameras. 
where F is the space of all warp functions, the WFS.
To find the warp function, a cost matrix C 2 R mÂm is generated where the ða; bÞth element (denoted as C ab ) of the matrix is given by the distance dðxðaÞ; yðbÞÞ; 8a; b 2 f1; 2 ; . . . ; mg. Though any suitable distance function can be used or learned using a metric learning procedure, in general, the magnitude of the difference and the euclidean distance between elements are adopted due to their simplicity [3] . The warp function is the path giving the lowest cumulative cost between fixed start point, the ð1; 1Þth cell and fixed end point, the ðm; mÞth cell of C. Let W ¼ fW 1 ; W 2 ; . . .g be the set of all possible paths between these two fixed points where W q denotes the qth path. W q consists of tuples indicating the indices of the cells in C. Then the optimal warp path is given by,
The optimization problem in (2) is solved in a dynamic programming framework under suitable monotonicity and continuity constraints [3] , [4] . Finding the non-linear warp path W Ã does not guarantee that the length of the warp path is same for all feature pairs x and y. This is due to the fact that the mapping fðaÞ : f1; 2; . . . mg ! f1; 2; . . . mg, described by the tuples in W Ã is, in general, many to many. To get a m length warp function we employ the following rule for all ða; bÞ 2 W 
Gathering the fðaÞ's for all a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; m in a vector f ðx;yÞ ð1; . . . ; mÞ ¼ fð1Þ; . . . ; fðmÞ h iwe get the warp function that warps x to y.
In our approach the warp function f is computed for each feature and for every dense patch (see Section 4.1). In other words, as shown in Fig. 7, f 
The set of all 
Re-Identification in WFS
To re-identify persons moving across camera views we propose to train a binary classifier and classify the warp functions in the WFS as belonging to the feasible or infeasible sets. As discussed in Section 4.2 we use high-dimensional dense color and texture features to represent the appearance of the targets. While it is advantageous for a richer representation, it comes with the curse of dimensionality. The high dimensionality of the features result in high dimensional warp functions. Accordingly, any nonlinear classifier has to pay high computational and memory complexity in the training phase. This scalability issue makes it nontrivial to train a classifier directly on such high dimensional warp functions for large datasets whose training size is typically far beyond thousands. Therefore, we need to select a low dimensional subspace that can adequately handle the intrinsic dimensionality of the warp functions. Towards this objective, and supported by the recent study on real data discussed in [49] , we use PCA [35] to embed the WFS into a low dimensional subspace. In the following we refer to F 0 f ðI A ; I B Þ as the low dimensional warp function computed between images I A and I B for body part f. Even though PCA is able to reduce the dimensionality of the WFS, each dimension of it may not, still, be discriminating enough between the feasible and infeasible warp functions. Thus a classifier giving more importance to the more discriminative dimension is desirable. A random forest [36] is a popular and efficient classifier based on bootstrapped aggregation ideas. It is a combination of many binary decision trees built using several bootstrap samples. At each node of each tree a subset of the warp function dimensions is randomly chosen and the best split is calculated only within this subset. This randomization of the warp function dimensions effectively chooses the dimensions according to their importance in separating the feasible and the infeasible warp functions in the WFS. This coupled with the reduction of overfitting error makes RF a suitable choice to learn the parameters of the decision boundary.
In the classification phase the warp function between the features of two candidate images from two different cameras is computed. The trained RF classifies the warp function as coming from the same target or not according as it lies in the positive or the negative region.
Let I A 1 ; . . . ; I A N be the N images of a given person A and I B 1 ; . . . ; I B M be the M images of another person B in another camera. As commonly accepted in the field of person reidentification, if N ¼ 1 and M ¼ 1, then the approach is defined to be a single-shot approach, otherwise, if both N and M are greater than 1, it is named a multiple-shot approach. As the total number of possible warp functions that can be computed for a single body part f is N Â M, we have jfj Â N Â M predicted probabilities for a target pair, where jfj denotes the number of parts into which the body of a person is divided. The probability of A and B being the same person is computed by averaging all the jfj Â N Â M probabilities obtained from the classifier.
EXPERIMENTS
We evaluated our approach on five publicly available datasets, the ETHZ dataset [52] , the CAVIAR4REID dataset [5] , the VIPeR dataset [48] , the WARD dataset [8] and a dataset (RAiD) [1] collected by us. We chose these datasets because they provide many challenges faced in real world person re-identification applications, e.g., viewpoint, pose and illumination changes, different backgrounds, image resolutions, occlusions, etc. Of these, WARD and RAiD are specifically geared towards large illumination change. More details about each dataset are reported in Table 1 and are discussed below. We report the results for both single-shot (N ¼ 1) and multiple-shot (N > 1) strategies. For all multiple-shot strategies we use N ¼ M. Results are shown in terms of recognition rate as cumulative matching characteristic (CMC) curves and normalized area under curve (nAUC) values, as commonly performed in the literature. The CMC curve is a plot of the recognition percentage versus the ranking score and represents the expectation of finding the correct match inside top k matches. On the other hand, nAUC gives an overall score of how well a re-identification method performs irrespective of the dataset size. For each dataset the evaluation procedure is repeated 10 times using independent random splits. We reported the average results on these 10 splits. All the results used for comparison were either taken from the corresponding works or by running the publicly available codes on datasets for which reported results could not be obtained. We did not re-implement other methods as it is very difficult to exactly emulate all the implementation details.
Implementation Details
In our implementation we used the following settings: 
The color histograms extracted from the dense patches were quantized using b c ¼ 10 bins for each color space component c. Texture features have been extracted using the following parameters: -LBP: we followed the same protocols used in [38] . LBP histograms were quantized into b LBP ¼ 10 bins. -Gabor: we used Gabor filters at eight orientations and five scales. b G was set to 16. -Schmid: the same filter settings as [40] have been used. b Schimd was set to 16. -Leung-Malik: the same filter bank defined in [41] consisting of 36 oriented filters with six orientations, three scales and two phases, eight Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filters, and four Gaussians was used. b LM was set to 16. d was taken as the euclidean distance between the feature values. While doing PCA, we selected the largest principal components such that the 99 percent of the original variance is retained. 1 The RF parameters such as the number of trees, the number of features to consider when looking for the best split, etc. were selected using four-fold cross validation. The proposed method is, first, evaluated on three challenging benchmark datasets, namely ETHZ, CAVIAR4REID and VIPeR. Since WARD and RAiD contain a large illumination variation, we show the performance on these two datasets separately in the next sub-section.
Comparative Evaluation on Benchmark Datasets
ETHZ Dataset
The ETHZ dataset [52] contains video sequences of urban scenes captured from moving cameras. It contains a large number of different people in uncontrolled conditions. It has originally been proposed for pedestrian detection, but in [47] a modified version of the dataset was provided for the task of person re-identification. This version consists of person images extracted from three video sequences structured as follows: SEQ. #1 containing 83 persons (4,857 images), SEQ. #2 containing 35 persons (1,961 images), and SEQ. #3 containing 28 persons (1,762 images) . Since the original video sequences are captured from moving cameras, images have a range of variations in human appearance and some even suffer from heavy occlusions. However, for the same reason the dataset does not provide a realistic scenario for person re-identification with multiple disjoint cameras. To make this dataset more challenging, we followed the strategy proposed in [13] by randomly picking a set of 10 consecutive frames from the beginning and from the end of each sequence.
Despite this limitation it is commonly used for person reidentification, so we also evaluated our approach on this dataset. Following the evaluation setup in [10] , [47] , all images have been resized to 32 Â 64 pixels. We evaluate our method using both single-shot and multiple-shot strategies. Similar to [19] , [25] , for the single-shot scenario, we randomly sample two images per person to build a training set, and another two images to build the test set. The test images from one camera constitute the probe and the those from the other camera create the gallery set.
In Table 2 we present the performance of our method using both single-shot and multiple-shot strategies. The first nine rows show the performance comparison with eight different methods when one single image has been used to build the gallery and the probe sets. The last 10 rows show the performance comparison with nine different methods using a multiple-shot strategy. For the single shot scenario our performance is either superior to or same with that of all the eight methods for each of the three sequences. For the multiple-shot scenario the same settings of experiments as in [12] , [23] were used with N ¼ 5. In this scenario, the BRM [13] approach has superior performances only from rank 1 to rank 4 for SEQ.#1. Similarly the eLDFV [50] method has superior performance compared to our method for rank 1 to 3. Our method is the only one that achieves the 99 percent of correct recognition for this sequence within the top 7 rank scores. On SEQ.#2 we outperform all other methods as we reach 100 percent correct recognition within top 4 matches. Similarly, on SEQ.#3 our method has the best performance and recognizes all the persons at rank 1. Notice that in these experiments we are using N ¼ 5 images, whereas the results for SDALF, AHPE, eBiCov and BRM were reported using N ¼ 10 images. For all the three sequences in the ETHZ dataset our method is the only one that achieves the 99 percent of correct recognition within the top 7 matches. 
CAVIAR4REID Dataset [5]
This dataset [5] contains images of pedestrians extracted from the CAVIAR repository. It is composed of 1,220 images of 72 pedestrians out of which 50 are viewed by two disjoint cameras. So, in our approach we considered only these 50 persons. It is more interesting than the ETHZ, where images are extracted from a single camera. Other challenges in this dataset includes a broad change in the image resolution, with a minimum and maximum size of 17 Â 39 and 72 Â 144, respectively, severe pose variations, illumination changes and occlusion.
It is common to split the CAVIAR4REID dataset both in terms of people [24] , [34] and not [10] , [53] . We conducted experiments following both these protocols to fairly compare against methods following either of these two. Following the same setup as in [34] first, the 50 people are equally divided into training and test sets of 25 persons each. In this setup we compare against LF [24] and ICT [34] who use a multiple shot strategy with N ¼ 5 and N ¼ 10 images respectively. In Fig. 8a we show that our algorithm outperforms both the methods and reaches as high as 40:9 percent rank 1 score when a multiple shot strategy with N ¼ 10 is employed. In the second set up following the same protocol as in [53] , we do not split the dataset in terms of persons. Pairs of images are randomly selected in different views for training. The probe and the gallery sets are formed by randomly selecting images from the remaining ones for each person. In this scenario we compare against the methods who have adopted the same strategy of split. Namely the methods are AHPE [51] , SDALF [10] , CI [14] , CPS [5] , LAFT [53] and LDC [23] . Fig. 8b shows the CMC curves for the single shot scenario. Figs. 8c and 8d show the comparison with the multi-shot strategy. While for single shot scenario we meet the state-of-the-art performance of LAFT and outperform the rest, for both the multishot scenarios we have superior performance over all the compared methods.
VIPeR Dataset
VIPeR [48] is a challenging dataset for person re-identification due to the changes in illumination and pose, and the Recognition rates for top 7 ranks are shown for each of the three sequences. The best recognition rates for each rank are shown in boldface font.
low spatial resolution of images. This dataset contains one image each from two cameras of 632 persons. Although images from the same camera are not always taken from the same viewpoint and thus do not fully fit our framework, still we compare our results with other methods to show that the proposed approach achieves good results in such a scenario too. To evaluate our method we followed the same normalization approach as in [10] , [15] , [34] , resizing all the images to 48 Â 128 pixels. To compare our approach to state-of-theart methods we used the same evaluation protocol proposed in [54] . We split the dataset in terms of persons and used 316 of them for training and the remaining 316 for testing. As the VIPeR dataset is a single-shot dataset, we used N ¼ 1 images per person to form the training and test sets. In Table 3 we report the recognition performance for the top 100 ranks and compared the results with 20 state-of-theart methods for person re-identification. The table shows that the proposed method does achieve a performance better than most of the state-of-the-arts as far as the performance corresponding to rank 1 is considered. It is behind the top performer only by 4.19 percent for rank 1. The performance continuously improves with higher ranks. The rank 100 performance is either same or better than all the methods. According to [34] the performance at higher ranks is, sometimes, more significant as this reflects the algorithm's performance for difficult cases. Thus, in this challenging dataset with only one image per person in two nonstatic cameras the proposed method does achieve competitive performance as that of the state-of-the-arts.
Comparative Evaluation with Large Appearance Variation
Since our focus is to understand the space of transformation of features, we provide the performance of the proposed method for two datasets which posses significant appearance variation.
WARD Dataset
The WARD dataset [8] contains 4,786 images of 70 different people acquired by three non-overlapping cameras in a real surveillance scenario. This dataset is of particular interest because it has a huge illumination variation apart from resolution and pose changes. We conducted the experiments for all the three different camera pairs, denoted here as camera pairs 1-2, 1-3, and 2-3. The proposed approach is compared with the methods for which either the CMC performance on this dataset is reported in literature or the code is available. Namely the methods are SDALF [10] , WACN [8] and ICT [34] . Figs. 9a, 9b and 9c compare the performance adopting a multiple shot strategy with N ¼ 10 for camera pairs 1-2, 1-3, and 2-3, respectively. The 70 people in this dataset are equally divided into training and test sets of 35 persons each. For all three camera pairs the proposed method outperforms the rest with rank 1 recognition percentage as high as 51.6 percent for the camera pair 2-3. The next runner up has the recognition percentage of 29.5 percent for rank 1. For all the camera pairs 97 percent recognition performance is reached within top 10 matches. Top 100 rank matching rate (percent) is shown. Fig. 9 . CMC curves for the WARD dataset. Results and comparisons in (a), (b) and (c) are shown for the camera pairs 1-2, 1-3, and 2-3 respectively. All the results are reported for the case where the dataset is split in terms of persons with N ¼ 10.
RAiD Dataset
This dataset was collected with a view to have large illumination variation that is not present in most of the publicly available benchmark datasets. In the original dataset 43 subjects were asked to walk through four cameras of which two are outdoor and two are indoor to make sure there is enough variation of appearance between cameras. To reduce the number of pairs of cameras and yet to keep the variation of light to maximum we chose to experiment with three of these cameras, one indoor and two outdoors. These three cameras contain 6,060 images of 41 persons walking through one indoor (denoted as camera 1) and two outdoor cameras (denoted as camera 3 and camera 4). Sample images showing the variation of illumination between the cameras are shown in the supplementary material, available online, and can also be found in the website hosting the dataset. 2 The proposed approach is compared with the methods for which the code is available. Namely the methods are WACN [8] , SDALF [10] and ICT [34] . The dataset was split in terms of persons with 22 persons forming the training set and the rest 21 persons forming the test set. Figs. 10a, 10b and 10c compare the performance adopting a multiple shot strategy with N ¼ 10 for camera pairs 1-3, 1-4 and 3-4 respectively. We see that the proposed method is superior to all the rest for both the cases when there is not much appearance variation (camera pair 3-4) and when there is significant lighting variation (for camera pairs 1-3 and 1-4). Expectedly, for camera pair 3-4 the performance is the best achieving 55.7 percent rank 1 performance. For the other two difficult cases too, the proposed method is superior to all the rest achieving 46:4 and 53:9 percent rank 1 performances for camera pairs 1-3 and 1-4 respectively. The second best performance is that of ICT which achieves 29:5 and 37:3 percent rank 1 performances for camera pairs 1-3 and 1-4 respectively. Fig. 11 shows 
Average Performance across Multiple Datasets
Having shown the performance of the proposed method on separate datasets with different challenges, in this section we show that the proposed method gives the most consistent performance across different datasets each having multiple different challenges. The performance is measured in terms of average nAUC values across different combinations of the four publicly available benchmark datasets (ETHZ, WARD, CAVIAR4REID and VIPeR). We compare with 14 state-ofthe-art methods for which either the code is available or results for at least two of these four datasets are reported. The nAUC values for different methods are either taken from the reported results or computed from the reported CMC curves. To make a fair comparison we consider all combinations of two or more datasets and compare our performance by averaging over the datasets separately for each combination. Table 4 shows the performance comparison. The proposed method has the highest average nAUC value for 10 out of the 11 possible combinations. The only case (combination of ETHZ and CAVIAR) where the proposed method is the runner up, the nAUC value changes only at the third decimal place. The superior performance of the proposed method on any combination of these datasets establishes the fact that the proposed method is not tuned to any specific dataset and can address varied number of challenges across different datasets better than the state-of-the-art.
Robustness to Choice of Classifiers and Patch Size Parameters
To further test the robustness of the proposed method to the choice of classifiers, experiments were conducted with another classifier, namely a support vector machine (SVM) [58] . In a similar way, the proposed method is run with different values of another critical parameter, the patch size of the dense features. We ran these experiments with two datasets, namely WARD and RAiD. In Table 5 we report the recognition performance for different choices of these parameters in terms of the nAUC values. For different choices of the classifiers or for different patch sizes, all the other parameters are chosen as described in Section 5.1. Due to space constraints, we provide the comparison in terms of the CMC curves and the corresponding analysis in the supplementary material, available online. In Table 5 and in the plots provided in the supplementary material, available online, it is shown that the performance is similar even if the classifier is changed to an SVM for both the datasets. As shown in Table 5 the nAUC values differ only at the second decimal places for all the camera pairs with a maximum change of 0:0179 for camera pair 3-4 of the RAiD dataset. Similarly, no major change of the performance is noted for the three different settings of patch sizes for which we conducted the experiment. Indeed the change in the nAUC values is in the second decimal place also for different choice of dense patch sizes with the best performance being observed by a patch size of 8 Â 8. This establishes the robustness of the proposed method to the choice of different classifier types and the dense feature patch sizes.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we addressed the problem of multi-camera target re-identification by finding a nonlinear warp function between features from two cameras. Given a pair of feature vectors we show that we can learn the decision surface best separating the feasible and infeasible set of warp functions in the WFS. The target re-identification problem is posed as classifying a test warp function as belonging to the set of feasible or infeasible warp functions. We show that our approach is robust with respect to severe illumination and pose variations by evaluating the performance on five datasets. Our approach outperforms the existing state-of-the-art methods for person re-identification. The future directions of our research will be to apply our approach to capture the transformation of more complex features and to study its application for multi-target tracking in a non-overlapping multi-camera scenario.
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